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Abstract

Feminist media organizations must balance ideology with financial viability via advertising 
revenue. Yet advertising rests on the assumption that sex sells. Research considering 
sex appeals in women’s magazines has shown that women are often portrayed in a 
demeaning manner. However, research has not considered that alternative media, such 
as Bust magazine, may construct sex appeals differently. This textual analysis applies 
third wave and feminist political economy theories to analyze how sex appeals are 
constructed in the discourse and images of advertisements in Bust. This analysis offers 
three strategies that indicate how sex functions in Bust advertising: (a) sex appeals 
that equate sexual commodities with a tenet of feminism; (b) sex appeals that foster 
feminist political protest; and (c) sex appeals that promote a feminist commitment to 
alternative identities. Findings suggest that sex appeals not only provide opportunities 
for revenue streams but also opportunities to reinforce feminist ideology.
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For-profit, feminist media organizations today operate within an economic framework 
that places market value on progressive agendas to make them sustainable and com-
petitive in the marketplace (Giroux & Giroux, 2006). Indeed, feminism has become 
one choice in a competitive marketplace of other social change agendas and choices 
(Thomas & Zimmerman, 2007).Thus to consider how feminist organizations balance 
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competing tensions of ideology and sustainability, scholars must explore how feminism 
is packaged and sold to consumers (Loe, 1999).

For feminist media, financial sustainability is linked to advertising revenues. However, 
Gloria Steinem’s (1990) exposé on the unsettling linkages between women’s maga-
zine editorial and advertising content still rings true. In return for much-needed adver-
tising revenue, advertisers attempt to control magazine content.

Moreover, the assumption that “sex sells” is one that is still embraced by media and 
advertising industries (Reichert & Carpenter, 2004). Yet the inclusion of sex in adver-
tising content in women’s magazines has been fraught with tensions and contradiction. 
Indeed, feminism has an uneasy relationship with sexuality (Steiner, 2008). Research 
considering sex appeals in advertisements in women’s magazines has shown that 
women are more likely than men to be objectified and that sex appeals in ads typically 
operate within a Western patriarchal framework that subordinates women (Baker, 
2005; Reichert & Carpenter, 2004; Reichert & Lambiase, 2003). In addition, these depi-
ctions are thought to influence readers’ attitudes and beliefs regarding societal norms 
(Cortese, 2004).

However, extant research has not explored alternative conceptualizations of sex 
appeals in media contexts. Anderson (2002) notes that “positive expressions of a woman’s 
sexuality asserted for her own pleasure are rare in consumer culture” (p. 234). One 
logical location for unconventional sexual appeals would be feminist magazines as 
feminist sexual politics encourage alternative identities constructions (Johnson, 2002). 
In addition, the use of alternative sex appeals may provide insight into how feminist 
media maintain “ideological commitment in the context of economic survival within a 
market economy” (Thomas & Zimmerman, 2007, p. 380).

Thus, I sought to uncover how one media organization, Bust, that offers a feminist 
critique on popular culture through its magazine, balances sex in advertising with femi-
nist ideology. In specific, I employed textual analysis to explore how sex appeals in Bust 
advertising are discursively constructed.

Literature Review
Feminist Media and Advertising

How feminist media organizations work with advertising has been infrequently exp-
lored. Studies have considered advertising in Ms. Magazine because Ms. has operated 
both with and without advertising (Steinem, 1990). Ferguson, Kreshel, and Tinkham 
(1990) found that over a 15-year span, the portrayal of women as “sex objects” and 
“alluring” increased dramatically. Cunningham and Haley (2000) noted that when Ms. 
did not include ads, the magazine still was constrained by advertising. Indeed, the “loss 
of advertising-generated revenue” forced the magazine to remove four-color production, 
reduce the number of issues to bimonthly so that editorial content had to be timely for 
at least 2 months, and threatened the credibility of the magazine (p. 22). Thus although 
the magazine removed ads in the hopes of gaining more control over editorial content, 
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the lack of advertising remained a constraint. However, their study did not consider 
the use of sex appeals in ads when Ms. was not ad-free. In their analysis of advertising 
in traditional (McCall’s) and nontraditional (Ms.) women’s magazines, Busby and 
Leichty (1993) found that women in both were depicted as decorative objects and in 
the home. The authors conclude that the promotion of feminism and the inclusion of 
advertising are incompatible pursuits.

Despite these conclusions, Bust must survive in a competitive marketplace that 
relies on advertising revenues. Indeed, “without advertising, a publication is seen to serve 
only a narrow group of ideologues to the exclusion of the mass market” (Cunningham 
& Hailey, 2000, p. 25). Bust also works to maintain its independence from corporate 
ownership. In specific, Bust is a small company with “no direct ties to major corpora-
tions” (Goldsmith Media Group, 2000, p. 27). As such, this magazine is particularly 
well suited for an exploration of feminism and advertising because, it must balance 
financial sustainability with the promotion of feminist ideology while operating with 
limited financial resources.

Sex Appeals and Advertising
Almost 30 years ago, Goffman (1979) problematized that, in ads, women were more 
likely to be touching products or themselves, shown lying down indicating sexual avai-
lability and deference to males, and removed psychologically from the reader. Yet 
contemporary ads still restrict women spatially to the home, portray women as depen-
dent on men, limit women’s occupational roles, and depict women as sex objects (Brook, 
2008). Brook (2008) explains that advertising presents women as objects of consump-
tion to be consumed by other women. Kang (1997) used Goffman’s categories and found 
that little had changed in women’s magazine portrayals. Beetles and Harris (2005) ext-
ended Goffman’s work noting that consumers preferred ads that did not depict models 
looking away. Indeed, readers favored ads where the model was looking directly at 
the consumer and, when this was not the case, some consumers exhibited “negative 
responses towards the image and furthermore, towards the brand” (p. 423). Moreover, 
Putrevu (2008) found that women respond favorably to sex appeals as long as they 
perceive a direct link between sex and the product advertised.

In a content analysis of sex in advertising over a 20-year span, Reichert and Carpenter 
(2004) found that sexualized images of women are more explicit in 2003 than 1983 
whereas images of men have remained relatively the same. However, most sex appeals 
studies define at the onset what those appeals should include (e.g., attractiveness, sex-
ual behaviors, nudity, relation to product; e.g., Reichert & Carpenter, 2004). Furthermore, 
these studies focus on more traditional women’s magazines such as Cosmopolitan 
(e.g., Baker, 2005; Frith, Shaw, & Cheng, 2005; Mastin, Coe, Hamilton, & Tarr, 2004; 
Reichert & Carpenter, 2004; Reichert & Lambiase, 2003; Sengupta, 2006). This nar-
row focus “precludes subtle sexual images” that may vary with nontraditional wom-
en’s magazines and prevents creative exploration of alternative sex appeals (Beetles & 
Harris, 2005, p. 424).
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In fact, few articles contrast feminist magazines to other popular women’s maga-
zines. D’Enbeau (2009) explored the rhetorical strategies employed by Bust in feature 
articles as the magazine encourages feminine and feminist transformation. Bailey 
(2003) argued that Bitch offers a feminist reading of pop culture using concepts like 
irony, parody, and multivocality. However, these studies do not look at advertising in 
feminist magazines.

Moreover, most studies exploring sex and advertising do so by quantitatively 
coding ads for sex themes. Reichert and Ramirez (2000) have one of the few qualita-
tive sex appeals studies. Based on respondents’ descriptions of sexy ads, the authors 
generated a typology of sexiness as perceived by the receiver that included physical 
features, movement, context, and proxemics. This study offers a foundation for dis-
course-centered research of sex appeals, however, it did not explicitly address femi-
nist media.

Feminist Communication Theories
Theories of third-wave feminism and feminist political economy invite exploration of 
the interconnected relationship among popular culture, economy, and patriarchy (Fenton, 
2000; Steeves & Wasko, 2002). To begin, third-wave feminists position culture and 
sexual politics as central to gender justice (Heywood & Drake, 1997) and use disconnects 
between media representations and feminist knowledge to “galvanize women toward 
greater activism” (Baumgardner & Richards, 2000, p. 94). Thus, third-wave feminists 
seek out positive media representations of women and feminism. Contradiction is inher-
ent in third-wave endeavors; indeed, these feminists embrace multiplicity and rely on 
popular culture media outlets to promote politics and issues of representation (Heywood 
& Drake, 1997; Kinser, 2004). Third wave also contains “elements of second-wave 
critique of beauty culture, sexual abuse, and power structures while it also acknowledges 
and makes use of the pleasure, danger, and defining power of structures” (Heywood 
& Drake, 1997, p. 3).

Inherent in third-wave feminist advocacy is a prosex feminist stance. Although 
prosex feminism arguably developed in the 1970s and 1980s amid second-wave fem-
inism and the sexual liberation (Loe, 1999), third-wave feminism further developed a 
commitment to a quest for sexual satisfaction based on individual choice and prefer-
ence (Waters, 2007). Indeed, Waters (2007) comments on the “third wave’s emphatic 
valorisation of female sexual pleasure” (p. 252). Showden (2009) adds, “Cultural 
politics seems to be the underspecified how of doing third-wave feminism; cultural 
representation and sex seem to be the subjects of most third-wave inquiry and activ-
ism” (p. 183). As such, sex and sexuality have become a main concern of third wavers, 
exemplified, for instance, in the creation of outlets like the online journal Sexing the 
Political devoted exclusively to third-wave commentary on sexual politics. The idea 
is that reclaimed sex and sexuality can offer women a means to liberation, and women 
have the choice to determine what counts as liberating. However, Showden (2009) 
cautions that
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third-wave feminists seem to believe that because certain actions are open to 
both liberating and discriminatory readings, the liberating meaning (because it 
is the one they prefer) is dominant, or at least sufficient, to counterbalance the 
negative weight of the images they project. (p. 178)

Thus, in advocating prosex feminism, third wavers must be wary of the potential co-
optation of seemingly empowering and liberating sexual representations (Dow, 1992).

Feminist scholars have commented on the prosex attitudes of Bust. For instance, 
Baumgardner and Richards (2000) argue that Bust’s brand of feminism promotes,

rebellion against the false impression that since women don’t want to be sexually 
exploited, they don’t want to be sexual; against the necessity of brass-buttoned, 
red-suited seriousness to infiltrate a man’s world; against the anac hronistic 
belief that because women could be dehumanized by porn . . . they must be; and 
the idea that girls and power don’t mix. (p. 137)

Indeed, Bust strives to meet these third-wave criteria of promoting positive repre-
sentations of women, embracing contradiction, and advocating a prosex feminist stance 
through its feminist critique of popular culture and damaging stereotypes of women, 
and its embrace of multiple femininities. As such, this analysis studies third-wave femi-
nism in practice.

Critics of this popular culture emphasis contend that feminist organizations must 
also survive in a capitalist economy that privileges efficiency and profit over gender 
equity (Riordan, 2002). In response, theories of feminist political economy position 
individual experiences of women as part of the economic implications of patriarchy 
rather than only focusing on macrolevel phenomenon (Riordan, 2002). For instance, 
Anderson (2002) concluded that the association of sex with a product must always 
disappoint as sex is confused with the desire and possession of commodities. Indeed, 
one purpose of advertising is to convince consumers that products can replace human 
interaction. Ads also present women as the objects of sexual desire for men (Anderson, 
2002). Moreover, McRobbie (1997, 2007) argues that women are offered a false sense 
of power through consumption. For example, based on extensive popular culture anal-
yses, McRobbie (2009) cautions against equating the language of empowerment via 
commodity consumption with feminism. She problematizes women’s individual eco-
nomic capacity via “education and employment, and through participation in consumer 
culture and civil society, in place of what a reinvented feminist politics might have to 
offer” (p. 2).

However, feminist scholars can offer an illuminating perspective on sexuality and 
advertisements that critiques White, male mainstream culture (Cortese, 2004), explores 
how feminism is constructed within and through pop culture (Hollows & Moseley, 
2006), and considers how feminist media may use sex appeals differently. Thus, I asked 
the following research question: How are sex appeals discursively constructed in the 
text and images of Bust magazine?
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Method

Bust is a self-identified, third-wave feminist magazine for an 18- to 34-year-old, White, 
heterosexual, middleclass female audience. Marcelle Karp and Debbie Stoller (1999) 
created Bust in the early 1990s to privilege feminist ideals, present multiple and positive 
representations of women, and reflect on pop culture. Each issue is about 120 pages 
in length and contains roughly 30 articles including six features, an editor’s letter, and 
letters to the editor. Readership is around 467,500. The magazine’s statement of pur-
pose reads,

With an attitude that is fierce, funny, and proud to be female, Bust provides an 
uncensored view on the female experience. Bust tells the truth about women’s 
lives and presents a female perspective on pop culture. Busting stereotypes about 
women since 1993. (About Bust, n.d.)

Advertising support is encouraged with this statement:

Since 1993, Bust has been the groundbreaking, award-winning, and original 
women’s lifestyle brand that is unique in its ability to truly connect with over 
half a million members of the X and Y generations of female tastemakers. Bust’s 
brand value offers great integrated marketing platforms to strengthen your com-
pany’s promotional strategies and add to your consumer base.

Bust readers are highly creative, bright, and on the cutting edge. With an atti-
tude that is fierce, funny, and proud to be female, Bust addresses a refreshing 
variety of young women’s interests, including indie-pop culture, music, arts, 
crafts, fashion, beauty, DIY, books, food, health, celebrities, movies, television, 
sex, and more! Unlike some other magazines, Bust won’t leave our readers feel-
ing inadequate, but will inspire the smart, sassy women inside them. Hip, humor-
ous, and honest, Bust is a cheeky celebration of all things female and a trusted 
authority on up-and-coming trends. Bust can assist your brand in breaking out 
of the media clutter to reach our dynamic, powerful, and intelligent audience 
that embraces originality and demonstrates lifelong brand loyalty! (Advertise in 
Bust, n.d.)

I analyzed advertisements (total ads = 1,465) in all issues (total issues = 16) from 
2005 to 2007. I chose these issues because in 2005, Bust shifted from a quarterly to a 
bimonthly magazine.

To analyze these data, I used a two-phase data analytic technique of open and axial 
coding (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002). I began with multiple readings of the advertisements 
in each issue.1 I looked for images that included women, bodies, and products and 
services related to sex. I looked at discourse that was sexual in nature, including words 
associated with sex, the body, and attractiveness as the physical body is typically asso-
ciated with sexual attractiveness (Reichert & Ramirez, 2000). From here I engaged in 
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an open coding process to generate a list of reoccurring themes across the advertise-
ments. Sample codes addressed who or what was in the ads, the sex of any models, 
the physical size of models, nudity, particular words related to sex (e.g., G-spot), 
sexual commodities as well as possible functions of sex such as political protest and 
multiple sexualities. The open-coding process required multiple iterations as I built a 
coding scheme. Next, to document relationships among preliminary themes, I col-
lapsed the themes into more concise categories that articulate the relationships among 
sex, feminism, and advertising such as “equating sexual commodities with feminism” 
and “the use of sex to link feminism with other social change movements” (Strauss & 
Corbin, 1998).

Results and Interpretation
In response to my question about sex appeals constructions in a feminist magazine, 
I found three sex appeals strategies that indicate not only how these ads use sex to sell, 
but also how they reinforce Bust’s feminist commitments: (a) sex appeals that equate 
a sexual commodity with a tenet of feminism; (b) sex appeals that foster feminist 
political protest; and (c) sex appeals that promote a feminist commitment to alternative 
identities. These themes intersect to indicate how Bust uses sex differently to advance 
a feminist agenda and benefit financially, and ultimately, navigate the tension of pro-
moting ideology while maintaining financial viability.

Sex Appeals That Equate a Sexual  
Commodity With a Tenet of Feminism
The first function of sex in Bust ads equates sexual commodities with tenets of third-
wave feminism. Specifically, sexual commodities are linked to choice, empowerment, 
and independence.

To begin, sexual commodities are linked to feminist choice. Toys in Babeland shows 
a cartoon-like image of a purse going through a security screening. Inside the bag are 
keys, a calculator, a wallet, glasses, lipstick, a pen, and a large vibrator. The caption 
reads, “Go to town” (Bust, August/September 2005, p. 103), reassuring the reader that 
by including the vibrator, she has all of her essential needs covered. The Second 
Nirvana ad displays nine different vibrator silhouettes. The ad reads, “You are:” fol-
lowed by a word that describes each vibrator: “beautiful, powerful, unique, bold, cou-
rageous, perfect, playful, magnificent, divine.” The caption reads, “the path to 
transcendence” (Bust, December/January 2005, p. 134). Readers are invited to connect 
with the vibrator of their choice; they can decide for themselves what kind of sexual 
pleasure they would like, how they would describe that pleasure, and how best to 
achieve their sexual goals.

Second, sex can also be supplemented with intellectual and psychological stimula-
tion, with the goal of consumer empowerment. Ellora’s Cave brags that it is “the world’s 
largest e-publisher of Erotic Romance,” asking readers if they have “Got sex? We do” 
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(Bust, August/September 2005, p. 101). This epublisher of adult science fiction and 
fantasy describes, “Kick-ass heroines, alpha-male heroes, and all the sizzle you’d expect 
from both” (Bust, December/January 2005 p. 112) with an image of a toned heroine in 
a leather halter top and pants and carrying weapons. This heroine is powerful and sexy. 
Indeed, all the female, male, and fantasy-based characters of Ellora’s Cave have height-
ened and exaggerated sexual features.

Similarly, Tulip Toy Gallery asks readers to, “Explore feeling. Explore gratification. 
Explore trust. Explore pleasure. Explore nature. Explore orgasm. Explore yourself. Exp-
lore love. Explore friends. Explore life. Explore pain. Explore sexuality. Explore lov-
ers. Explore sexiness. Explore satisfaction. Explore uninhibited. Explore tulip” (Bust, 
June/July 2006, p. 97). This woman-owned sex store promises empowered, commodi-
fied gratification through self-discovery. Combined, the sex appeals in the ads for Ellora’s 
Cave and Tulip Toy Gallery promise sexual empowerment and control.

The third way this strategy functions is through the use of sex appeals as a source 
of sexual education. Smitten Kitten educates readers on the differences between sili-
cone and jelly-based sex toys, explicitly defining what is sexy and what is not. The ad 
reads, “Sexy: Silicone . . . Not Sexy: Jelly,” then explains the differences between the 
two (Bust, June/July 2006, p. 100). These sex appeals debunk sexual myths and edu-
cate women on healthy alternatives. Toys in Babeland explains “how to find your 
G-spot” (Bust, April/May 2005, p. 103). A woman lies on her back in an expression of 
ecstasy as she lifts one of her hands to her face, touching herself with her other hand. 
Goffman (1979) argued that feminine self-touching is “readable as conveying a sense 
of one’s body being a delicate and precious thing” (p. 31). Feminine touch was caress-
ing or cradling, positioned subordinately to masculine touch (Goffman, 1979). Yet the 
touching in this Babeland ad repositions the female body as “powerful, active, and 
autonomous” (Bell, 2002, p.333). The ad does promote the “Nubby G,” but another 
purpose of this spread is to provide sexual guidance for women to engage in manual 
stimulation. In both of these ads, readers are provided with sexual guidance and edu-
cated about the best commodities in terms of health and effectiveness. This advice is 
provided in such a way to reinforce the idea that the more women know about their 
bodies (and how to manipulate their bodies for pleasure), the more empowered and 
independent they will be.

What is missing from these ads that associate commodities with sex are partners. 
The Bust online store offers a t-shirt of a bald eagle clutching a large dildo above the 
caption, “Old Faithful” (Bust, June/July 2006, inside cover). This masculine eagle 
replaces male sexual partners, relying on the heteronormative stereotype that men are 
unfaithful. In contrast to Anderson’s (2002) claim that the association of sex with a 
commodity will fail to satisfy, these appeals insist that sexual satisfaction comes with 
the right commodity. This political message positions a woman’s needs as significant. 
However, it is only through consumption that she can achieve satisfaction.

Prosex feminist advertising content inevitably commodifies intercourse, orgasm, and 
masturbation. With the help of the appropriate tools, women can independently achieve 
sexual satisfaction. Sex toys are offered as technological, individual, market-provided 
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solutions of feminist empowerment, autonomy, and choice. Rather than address struc-
tural constraints of dominant femininities that, for instance, deter women from demand-
ing or expecting sex from partners, sex toys provide an individual solution that pre cludes 
the breaking down of these structural barriers. Moreover, labeling this individualized 
solution as one of empowerment and choice may dismiss a need for a feminism that is 
capable of combating structural inequalities because women can now make an indi-
vidual choice to achieve sexual satisfaction with sex toys instead of working together 
for gender change.

In sum, sex appeals are used to link sexual commodities to tenets of feminism, in 
effect, reinforcing feminist ideology through the purchase of these products. Readers 
are offered an array of empowering choices in terms of products and reminded that 
they have the right to choose the product that suits their needs. Readers are also offered 
advice that will enable new levels of sexual satisfaction with the help of the commodi-
ties advertised.

Sex Appeals That Foster Feminist Political Protest
The second strategy of the sex appeals in Bust ads articulates how these appeals are 
used to link feminism with other social change movements and reinforce a feminist 
political agenda.

First, some sex appeals link feminism to other social change agendas. For example, 
Bust ads use sex appeals to advertise environmental-friendly menstrual products. Luna 
Pads offers all-natural menstrual products. The text explains, “It’s still your period . . . 
but now it’s fun!” (Bust, April/May 2005, p. 101). These reusable menstrual products 
may reconnect the female body to the organic world, however, this ad naturalizes the 
notion that menstruation is a challenge that must be overcome with a commodity (Jutel, 
2005). Using Lunapads makes periods more enjoyable. Jade & Pearl also advertise 
“all natural and cruelty-free” menstrual products with a nude female lying on her side 
(Bust, December/January 2006, p. 107). Organic products are linked to nudity as the 
woman’s body cradles the products (Goffman, 1979). Jutel (2005) notes that menstrual 
ads often relate the delicate nature of their products to feminine fragility. However, the 
emphasis on menstruation as natural combats the notion that this process is a challenge.

Bobel (2006) identifies this “menstrual product activism” as “attempts to expose 
the hazards of commercial ‘feminine protection’ to both women’s bodies and the envi-
ronment and the promotion of healthier, less expensive, and less resource-intensive 
alternatives” (p. 331). The inclusion of these ads in Bust work to link this environmen-
tal agenda to feminism. Sex appeals are also used to promote socially responsible 
practices and link those practices to feminism. Smitten Kitten is “owned by three sexy 
bitches who care as much about our feminist politics as we do about getting off in 
style” (Bust, June/July 2005, p. 107). They call on readers to “put your pussy where 
your politics are!” (Bust, December/January 2005, p. 119). The ad outlines why con-
sumers should use their products: “Ethically manufactured: products hand-crafted by 
adults in a fair-labor and fair-wage environment. Environmentally friendly: products 
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that are nontoxic & safe for you and the world . . . Cruelty-free: Vegan friendly 
options ranging from lubes & lip gloss to strap-on harnesses.” Smitten Kitten recog-
nizes that many feminists enjoy sex but also support environmentally and socially 
responsible policies. The owners even founded the Coalition Against Toxic Toys 
(CATT) to educate consumers (Bad Vibes, n.d.).

PETA enlisted Le Tigre, a feminist political band who play with gender and sexual 
identity(ies). The ad reads, “Don’t let your honey wear a bunny: Le Tigre for the ethi-
cal treatment of animals” (Bust, August/September 2005, p. 117). Band members 
smile seductively while holding a bunny, supporting cruelty-free policies and intimacy 
among transgendered identities. Vegporn.com humorously advertises “hot girls, guys, 
and genderqueer models who love animals (but not in that way)” (Bust, December/
January 2005, p. 134). These ads do not promote organized activism but rather playful, 
individual expression in socially responsible ways.

Last, sex appeals are used as a means to enact and reinforce a feminist political 
agenda. The Stay Out of My Bush t-shirt reads, “My body, my choice. Stay out of my 
Bush, George” (Bust, February/March 2005, p. 101), creatively combating reproductive 
rights policies of George W. Bush through a play on word transpositions. Shuttlecock 
Ink brags that it is “feminist owned, sweatshop free, and for all shapes and sizes” with 
panties that read “vagina friendly” (Bust, August/September 2006, p. 113). Finally, 
Boobs Not Bombs, “where the breast protects,” features a well-endowed woman wear-
ing a t-shirt with the organization’s name across her chest (Bust, April/May, 2005, 
p. 111). Because few women can truly escape the objectification of female breasts, 
Boobs Not Bombs embraces the “gaze” in protest (Young, 1992, p. 216).

In sum, linking sex, feminism, and other social change agendas can work as a busi-
ness strategy to attract consumers, maintain a competitive advantage, and garner adver-
tising revenues (Chen, 2010). At the same time, connecting feminism to other social 
agendas like environmental, animal, and reproductive rights resonates with many third-
wave feminists and is, therefore, an opportunity to reinforce a feminist political agenda 
(Scott-Dixon, 2002). Sex appeals offer the link to make these connections explicit.

Sex Appeals That Promote a Feminist  
Commitment to Alternative Identities
The third strategy of the sex appeals in Bust ads promote a feminist commitment to 
alternative and diverse identities. This strategy effectively casts nontraditional bodies 
and diverse sexual identities as sexy.

First, these ads feature women who do not physically conform to traditional model 
standards. For instance, a Torrid ad shows a plus-size woman dressed provocatively in 
a silk camisole, cardigan, short polka-dot black skirt, black fishnet stockings, and 
peep-toe heels. Similarly, b & lu ads feature plus-size women in revealing, trendy cloth-
ing, and seductive poses (see, for example, Bust, December/January 2006, p. 23). These 
ads appear to reclaim fat as a political tool to advance a less constraining version of 
femininity (Young, 2005). However, they employ stereotypical sex appeals that have 
been criticized in ads that feature smaller, body types. Moreover, the average sizes of 
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these women (10 or 12) shifts size acceptance toward a middle ground rather than a 
true form of all size acceptance (Brown, 2005). Yet national media still cite Bust as 
breaking model stereotypes; the models are not too “gorgeous or waifish” (“Media 
City,” 2005). Thus it may be that the use of stereotypical sex appeals actually works to 
mainstream and normalize these images.

Second, ads use sex appeals to consider multiple and diverse sexual identities. For 
example, in the Planet Out Personals ad, the first woman is dressed in a masculine 
way, wearing a pageboy cap, white ribbed tank top, gray loose-fitting pants, and tennis 
shoes (Bust, December/January 2005, p. 123). The second woman is provocatively 
turning her body and her gaze toward the reader, in heels, a short skirt, and a black 
crop top. The third woman is transgender, wearing men’s jeans, and black boots. 
Finally, the fourth woman is dressed in what Western culture might define as the most 
sexual—a low-cut black top, a short plaid skirt, garters, black thigh highs, and heels. 
These sexual stereotypes range from the young femme to the masculine butch along a 
continuum of masculinity-femininity (Heywood, 2002). The caption reads, “Who you 
are. What you want” (p. 123), “challenging neat divisions like het/homo, mind/body, 
intellect/erotic, friend/lover” (Johnson, 2002, p. 325). As such, the images in this ad 
could be viewed queerly, by a lesbian audience. At the same time, these queer images 
are sexualized, possibly precluding the consideration of these individuals as fully 
human. They remain queer characters of consumption, or alternative sexual representa-
tions created to satisfy consumers. Furthermore, this sexualized characterization links 
these images to mainstream, heterosexual pornography, in effect, reinstating the regu-
latory power of heterosexuality (Henderson, 2000). That is, the queerness of these 
images is permissible as long as they reference heterosexual sociosexual norms. Despite 
these critiques, the inclusion of this ad that promotes sexual identities without privi-
leging heteronormativity does work to reinforce a feminist commitment to alternative 
identities. Sex appeals are the mechanism of this reinforcement.

In sum, the final way that sex appeals function is to reinforce Bust’s feminist com-
mitment to alternative and diverse identities. Thus ads featuring women who do not 
conform to traditional model standards are infused with sex appeal and personal ads 
that promote diverse sexual identities are offered as a welcome respite to heteronorma-
tivity. Indeed, these sex appeals offer representations that disrupt patriarchal represen-
tations but do so using familiar conventions (Buszek, 2006). Thus ads featuring plus-size 
models and queer women offer alternative objectifications to (re)create and (re)define 
sexuality. Plus-size sexuality is not considered to be the norm. However, the reader is 
encouraged to explore, and objectify, plus-size women. And queer identities invite sex-
ual exploration and address lesbian readers.

Discussion
Today feminism is packaged as one choice in a competitive marketplace. As such, 
for-profit feminist media must work toward the dual goals of financial sustainability and 
feminist advocacy (Reger, 2002). It is nearly impossible for magazines to financially 
survive without advertising revenues, and the assumption remains that sex appeals in 
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advertising are profitable (Cunningham & Haley, 2000; Reichert & Carpenter, 2004). 
However, unlike prior research about sex appeals and advertising, this study explores 
the functions of sex appeals in a feminist magazine to reveal, importantly, that sex is 
still employed to sell products and services, albeit differently. The use of sex appeals 
in the ads in Bust becomes an opportunity to reinforce feminist commitments while 
still retaining the ability to rely on the use of sex. In specific, sex appeals are equated 
with tenets of feminism, used as a form of political protest, and accessed to reinforce 
a feminist commitment to alternative identities. Perhaps the use of alternative sex 
appeals in these ads suggest that it “is not that women don’t want sex, but that women 
don’t want sex as we know it” (Johnson, 2002, p. 26, italics in original).

With regard to theoretical contributions, this study exposes the underlying func-
tions of sex appeals in alternative women’s magazines. Previous research has empha-
sized the sex appeals function that pertains exclusively to financial revenues and highlighted 
detrimental and derogatory representations of women. However, this study explores 
how sex can also be tied to ideological commitments of social change media, compli-
cating the use of sex, and considering how feminists can appropriate sex to reinforce 
feminist ideology.

First, sex appeals in feminist media ads can equate sexual products with tenets of 
feminist ideology such as choice and empowerment. Thus the purchase of these com-
modities becomes an opportunity for individuals to enact feminism via their purchasing 
power. In the case of Bust, this strategy articulates how sex toys and erotica ads include 
the promise of independence, curiosity, control, and choice. Readers are also offered 
sexual education so they can make informed consumer choices. These promises echo 
third wave, prosex feminist commitments to pleasure and autonomy. In these examples, 
sexual commodities are presented to offer a liberated sense of sexual satisfaction.

Second, sex appeals in feminist media ads can function as a form of feminist political 
protest. In this strategy, sex appeals are linked to other social change agendas as well as 
feminist, political agendas. In the case of Bust ads, menstrual activism, fair labor prac-
tices, animal rights, reproductive rights, and antiwar agendas are made sexy. In combin-
ing these multiple agendas, Bust is able to gain “access to new markets, to increase their 
profitability, and to enjoy more competitive advantages” (Chen, 2010, p. 316).

Third, sex appeals in feminist media ads can reinforce a feminist commitment to 
multiple and diverse identities as well as intersectionality. Imbuing nontraditional, 
female representations with sexiness can work as a mainstreaming function to normal-
ize alternative representations (Buzzanell, 1994). In the case of Bust ads, this strategy 
is revealed through sex appeals for plus-size clothing and provocative personal ads that 
promote diverse sexual identities.

Combined, these three strategies indicate how sex appeals can work toward social 
change and consumerist goals. Indeed, Bust must navigate the goals of organizing for 
feminism and organizing for financial sustainability, and the inclusion of sex appears 
as a profitable opportunity to reinforce Bust’s prosex feminist commitments. In fact, 
Bust is operating within a business and media script in which advertising revenues are 
equated with financial independence. This scripted environment is one filled with risk, 
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competition, and survival where business and advocacy outcomes are tenuous at best. 
Making feminism sexy is one way that Bust navigates this environmental uncertainty.

These strategies also reinforce the importance of individual choice and responsibil-
ity in a competitive marketplace (Binkley, 2006). Third-wave feminism illuminates 
this prosex, individualized choice that is offered to readers. This link appears empow-
ering; women are encouraged to seek out autonomous methods of sexual pleasure and 
politicize their purchasing power.

Yet third-wave feminism alone is inadequate to explore these promarket consumer 
emphases. Theories of feminist political economy embed choice within a competitive 
marketplace to indicate how opportunities for feminist media to advance sustained 
gender change may be diluted. Indeed, McRobbie (2009) questions the potential of 
feminist media to enact social change. This emphasis on consumer choice could rein-
state a postfeminist ideological turn that links women’s financial capacities to empow-
erment and reinforces (White) socioeconomic norms.

Indeed, theories of feminist political economy point to one potential problem with 
these strategies: that individualized action is encouraged instead of sustained feminist 
structural change, a critique often leveraged against third-wave feminism (Showden, 
2009). Rather than ask readers to reevaluate dominant-gendered discourses (e.g., demand-
ing sex from partners, organizing for activist goals, problematizing a sexual emphasis 
on women’s appearance), Bust invites readers to purchase empowerment. Women’s 
consumer power is presented as evidence that gender equity has been attained. Fejes 
(2002) argues that consumption has allowed marginalized groups to attain equality. 
However, this empowerment is oxymoronic in that it is enabled via consumerism. 
Thus, the authenticity of this power must be addressed. Combining third wave and 
feminist political economy theories illuminates this struggle between individual choice 
and sustainable gender change.

However, this combination of theories also highlights how these sex appeals can 
lead to change by articulating new positions and conversations at the intersections of 
sex, feminism, media, and advertising. Although scholars have argued that tensions 
exist between the role of media in sustaining oppressive gender ideologies and the 
power of individual consumers to resist these messages (Dow, 2006), the promotion of 
alternative and potentially subversive representations can serve as a potential means to 
counteract gender-oppressive media representations (D’Enbeau & Buzzanell, 2010). 
For instance, Showden (2009) argues that third wave’s emphasis on multiple and 
diverse identities and intersectionality provides “a new subject position from which 
feminist critique is articulated. The position from which knowledge is articulated can 
have dramatic implications for the kinds of politics that are then seen as viable and 
valuable” (p. 167). Therefore, the sex appeals strategies proposed problematize the 
assumptions about how sex and advertising intersect, offer alternative conceptualiza-
tions of sex and advertising within a feminist framework, and create a foundation to 
enact sustained gender critique and change through alternative sex appeals. Moreover, 
in allowing feminist media to balance the dual goals of financial sustainability and 
advocacy, these alternative sex appeals become a necessary resource for feminist media 
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to continue the critique of popular culture and the promotion of feminist ideology and 
gender justice.

This analysis is limited in that I explored one magazine that targets White females. 
Research has shown that race intersects with sex and advertising differently. For instance, 
Baker (2005) found that White women were more likely to be objectified and shown 
dependent on men while Black women were shown as strong and independent. Frith, 
Shaw, and Cheng (2005) found that Western cultures were more likely to use sex to 
sell. These studies suggest that magazines targeting a White audience may construct sex 
differently than magazines targeting a non-White audience.

This study offers some initial insight into how one feminist media organization uses 
sex appeals in advertising to stay financially solvent. These sex-positive and sex-radical 
ads (Johnson, 2002) present one example of feminism using sex to resist hegemonic 
powers and establish itself through popular culture.
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Note
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